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a.

The'PLATO IV computer-based education system

6ontainsqlnique comMunicdtions hardWare ancrsoftware

for operating,, hundreds of graphics terminals. Key

echoing is performed by the central processing unit.

Each terminal is guaranteed 1260 bits/sec of output

, at all times. There is no "store-and-forward" machinery.

Output error detection and correction are integral

parts of the system..

70
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I. Introduction

The PLATO IV1 computer-based education system hardware consists of a

el

Control Data Corporation Cyber computer with electronic swapping memory,

hundreds of plasma-panel graphics terminals, and a communications network.

At the time of writing (July 1975), there were 050 terminals installed on

the University of Illindis PLATO system. As many as 480 terminals have -

been active simultaneously. Additional PLATO systems are centered in

Minneapolis (Control. Data Corporation) and Tallahassee (Florida State

University). System software includes a fast-response operating system

and a.compiler and executor for lesson materials written in the TUTOR

2
language. PLATO IV supports elaborate computer graphics including lines,

characters from, dynamically alterable character sets, and animated displays.

All graphics modes include selective. erase'capabilities. This article will

describe the communications component of the PLATO IV. system.

PLATO IV is almost unique among multi-terminal interactive systems in

eliminating the swapping of programs between the,computer and the mass

memory o$ mechanical disks or drums. Instead, electronic swapping memory
. /

is used (CDC Extended Core Storage). It has a transfer rate one hundred

t es greater and an access time.one thousand times shorter than those of

disks or drums. These quantitative advantages make it possible to

provide fractional-second respose times to hundreds of graphics terminals.

d A second distinctive featurtrof PLATO IV is that every'kei pressed at

a terminal passes through the entj.re system, including-the central computer,

before anything appearg on the terminal's screen. There is no local echoing

of keys at the.terminal. This means that t1 keyboard is redefiriable: the

"n" key is not restricted to causing an "n" to appear on.the screen but may,

in context, display a line drawing ' an appropriate Cyrillic character.

p
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The average response time is one-,eighth second 1125 milliseconds). Half of

this delay is due to hardware; serial bit transmissionon input and output, -

hardware buffering at various levels of the interface. equipment, etc. The
0

other half is due to software, - mainly input and,output polling and buffering;

, vio

the actual processing is typically a few milliseoond6 and-Only a fraction of

a millisedond for pimple key.echoing,

t

. The procesping of each keypress by the central compute as ften

been criticized as needlessly exPensive. The appendix to this paper discusses,

some.of the basic reasons why single keypress,interactions are appropriate

in the PLATO environment.
e/

Sections II and III discuss in detail the communications hardware and

so are. Much of this discussion assumes an understanding of the basic

communications configuration described briefly below. -A simplified diagram-

of the equipment-1's shown in Figure 1,

;Most of the PLATO communications equi ment is designed-with "classroom"

clusters in mind. -Up to 32-terminals in such a cluster are Connected to a

Q

"Site Controller. "3 This Site Controller t ansmits information frOm
v

'speed channel to the individual terminalt. Th Site Controller also concen-

trates.keyset inputs from the terminals for tra4smissioU to the computer.
/'

The purpose of the'Site COntrolleris to permit the,u0 of- highly mUltipleXed"

communications lines for long links. Input to the computer is Carried from

each Site COntroller.to th computer complex or a single voice-grade telephone

line (which therefOre serve 32 users), At th 'computer center a Network

Interface Unit (NIU) 4
receives the inputs;froni 32 Site Controllers delivers

-

//'

;them to the computer' for processing.
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In pro ating,a key the computer normally generates output for the

terminal. The computer delivers thit to the NIU, which multiplexes the

output data f 1008 terminals onto a television channel. The television-

formatted transmitted via standard television techniques (cable or

microwave) to the 2 Site Controllers sharing the TV channel. Each Site

Controller recovers from the television channel all of the data deStined

1

for the 32.terminals erviced by that Site Controller and transmits the

data to ea 1-terminal. 'ihe data rate between the terminals and the Site

Controller is 1200 bits secondin each direction; which perMits.the data '

- to be transmitted over.° dinary telephone circuits. The terminals may,

therefore,-be remotely locjated from the Site Controllers.

Terminals within a fet miles of the Site Controller normally have a

four wire (full duplex) con ection With one fair for input, and the other

for output. The more distant terminals use
.

a modemmod-.- ulator-demodulator)
-.....

, .

which, frequency-divides a single telephOne line (one pair of wires, or half

duplex connection) to carry both input and output simultaneously. Distant/

A terminals may also be-clustered in groups of four terminals using a more

expensive modem to share a tingle.telephone line. In any cane, the ultimate,

input and output connections are through a Site Controller'and the NIU, and

all terminals Are supplied with the full 1260 bits/sec at. all times.
4

i

1,
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Probably-the most stringent requitement of'a computer-based education

system is an average response time of less than 0.25 seconds. This require-

ment'more than any other determined the nature of the PLATO IV communications

system, It eliminated at the'outset'any system employing the use of store

and forward techniques where messages may be temporarily stored and thUs

delayed. while network conflicts are resolved. It eliminated systems employing

ing, techniques where terminals must wait until interrogated before

sending data" to the central computer. The response time requirement also

implied the need for a

l
f 11 duplex mode of, data transmission, one in which

iinformation can flow simultaneously in two directions. In half duplex

systems where information can only flow in one direction at a time, the,

time required to, reverse the direction of information flow-is generally4

0.4 seconds or, more.

The data formats for PLATO were determined primarily by the graphical

display nature of the data and by the need to transmit the maximum amount

of data via the lowest possible data rate over readily'available facilities.

These requirements eliminated any serious consideration of theuse of ASCII

because of the high overhead associated with this code. For example,, to.

send the 18 bits necessary to specify a point on the PLATO IV display via

ASCII (8 to 11 bits per byte) would require the transmission of 24 to 33 bits

representing an cmerhead (i.e., waste) of 25% to 45%. The PLATO. IV data

format, on the other hand, contains only 14% overhead in the Case.of graphic

'data. The use of such an efficient data format permitted the useof the

relatively low data rate of 1260 tits per second whiCh in turn, permitted

the use of low cost modems and the lowest grade 'telephone circuit.

The choice of a television channel for the-distribution of the PLATO

,signal was in anticipation of the growth and'airailability of cable television

10
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(CATV) sys ms which would provide a low co j$6 - $10) data link to homes

and sch ol.s in most metropolitan areas. In such systems PLATO would require
/' -, . .

,

the use of only one TV channel for every 10.0 users. Although the anticipated

growth of CATV has not occurred, thus prey nting its use by PLATO, the "PY
. 0

. . , .

.'approach is still economically attractive. Fok example, microWave,is presently

being used in lieu of.CATV,to distribut the TV signal in Champaign-Urbana,

with the monthly operating cost of aPLATO-IV terminal ranging from $1.45 to

$2.35, as compared with $4.85 to $ 4.60 using telephone lines.

To further eXpand-the dis ibution of PLATO materi 1 , an eff.ort is now

under way tb connect the U ana PLATO system with tr14e Minneapolis system.

1
Thit fink will ,be part cularlyfide4ploin transferring ProgrAffis, data gases,

and "electionic m 1."" It represents the first step toward the creation

of a network f PLATO systems.

4



II. Communications Hardware

The-equipment used inthe PLATO communications system can be understood

by following the information flow from the,perminal to the computer and lack

to-the terminal. The eAght bits of input data geurated'by a PLATO terminal5

are identified by a two -bit code to,s hecify one of fogr scMirces: , 1)40Y

which may be pressed at the keyboaed or generated electrbnically on computer

command) 2) touch panel,6 3) exterhal input devices, or 4) the terminal's

own processing unit. The. total data package transmitted to the Site Controller

consists of 12 bits=--a message start bit, the two bits identifying the source,

8 bits of data, and a, parity bit. The Site Controller attaches a five-bit

terminal identificatiOn cede' adjusts the parity bit, and multiplexes 'the

package, now 17 bits, onto the telephone line to the NIU. Upon receipt of

the message,the NIU attaches a five-bit site identification code. The NIU

T

also examines the parity'bit and converts thiebit into an error indicator.

If the message is error-free, this bit is set to "zero"; if an error is

,

'detected the bit is set to "one." The complete message package, now 21 bits

in length (,consisting of 5 bite ecifying site, 5 bits. specifying terminal,

2 bits specifying origin point Wthin the terminal; 8 bits of data, and an

error indicating'bit) esented to.the computer' for processing.

The Site Control em transmits 177bitdata packages to the NIU at x260

bits/sec.; Therefore, it can transmit (1260 bits /see). /(17 bits) = 74
4

A

ionputs per second from:the'32 terminals at that site. This rate,represents
, ,--

r . ,. . ,.__

an average of (74 inputs/sec)/(32-terminals) =.2.3 inputsper, second.per
terminal, which is almost five tunes t ahe measured average of 0.5 inputs per

I '

second for.PLAWCusers. Peca uee.the Site Controller multiplexes the deta



,1.e-
to the NIU on an sychronous (demand) basis, the'burstrat44e terMipal can/

A
.

normally be equal to the Output rate of the Site Controller (up -o 74 inputs

per second) To p event loin of data during infregdent periods of high

D

. ,

Activity occurring siimultanedusly at akrtZrittaii-r four -input buffer- fort-.\
.\.

each terminal'issi5 in, the Site Controller. If all 32 terminals simur=

put

aneously made'inpu s, an input would be delayed in the Site Conti.141er

(3 .terminals)(17 bets) /(1260 bits/sec) = 43 milliseconds.(ms). The normal

delay for a key pas ing,through the Site. Controller lS(17 bits)/(1260 bits/sec)

= 14.ms. The tram issiontime from the terminal' to_the Site Controller is ////
.

N'Ik '

(12 bits)/(1260 bit isec)' 9.5 ms, and there' is a control delay within the.,
1

terminal o'f. approximately t.3 ,ms. Adding ;,a 4e 'y time through \NIU ef

0.2 ms gives'ap verage total transmission time fibm key press to cOmputer'of

30 ms. (Add 0. 5' ms, per mile for:rrote(terMi als.)

A 21-bit output package is sent from the Clomputer complex to each puma

,

.1

terminal every sixtieth of a secondi(1260) #tsAeC). These packages can

-

oconsist of comMands (e ras the screen, set to line, character, or dot mod,
1 -

etc.) or data (charac

tans a message start, bit one bit tb distinguish commands from idAta, one

Y
line coordinates, etc.).. Each pickage con-

-.

parity bit, and 18 bits ntaining the data or. command. All bits zero

. ..

. .

.

-

indidate a "fig -not 0 command, which is what the termlijreceives whenever --- 1

" there is no new information being sent to that terminal. In line mode;thd

18 data bits contain 9 bits of X and 9 bits of Y to/specify a line'endpoint

on ,the 512 x 512 dot plasma. panel. This,makes it osbible to draw 60- conneb

lines per sec ,Thererare Commands'to change the terminal's X-register an

.L7gister if cr en reposit`oning -is vequire d. In character mode tie 18 ddt a,
cY

A a

0
*

)
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ibits contain three 6-bit character codes. The terminal contains a Cheracter
)

generator,(8 x 16 grid) whose Memory is Orgfnized as our 63- character groups,

' two of which contain fixed character patterns (stand d alphanumerics), while

-the other.two groups..contain dharactei p tterns 'whic can be loaded frqm the

ccimluter.. Thus, central software can deal Ind di tribute alphabets (6.9%,
.

Cyrillic or Arabic) or simply pieces of pict

high sppedsbv writing "text" on the plasma p

:that can be displayed at

.1.1 Normal text consists of

long strings.of numbers, standard punctuation, an lower-case letters, all

of which are inthe first memory group,-so that t= can be sent to the

terminal. at
4)

a rate'ofnearlli'180-characters'per secon (sixty 21-bit packages

per'decohd:each containing Three 6-bit charactel. codes). An "uncover"

code (the,64th character in every character group) followed by a character

Memory group code is used to switch frost one group to another. Note that

standard alphanumeric terminals normally use a 10-bit package for trans.,..

Juitting a*single character, which yields only 120 characters/sec on a

1200 bit/sec line.

In a dition to line and character graphics, there are nds to select

a microfiche image or audio message
7
or to send'data'to any kind of digital

111,

device attached to-the.terminal.

Output data pecNages destined forthe terminals are passed from the/ .

co r to the NIU.,` ,Contained within the 'NM are two memories, each con-

g 1008 twenty-bit worlds. Each memory can hold one output- package, for

'terminal conneyied(to thi4 NIU. In an interval of a sixtieth of a second,

the NIU transmits the entire contents of one memory,onto a television channel.

Concurrently the ciomputer is loading the other memory wi new data. At the

14
Y`
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end of each time interval a switching act on occurs and the co nts of One

memory are delivered tothe television cannel while the-other memory accepts
- .77

new data from the computer. This alter sting action results in a data package

being transmitted to each of the 1008 erminals every sixtieth of a second.

(A data package is actually 21 bits; ut because the message start bit is

always a "one," it is not stored in or transmitted by the NIU but instead,

is attached to a data package at a Site Controller.) Du.ing these time

intervals the NIU automatically enerates and transmits,an all "zeros" code

to those terminals which have

code is interpreted as a "do

o computer output. Although this,ail *zeros"

othing" operation at the termiriai, it does

automatically perform modem resynchronization. since the plasma pane Val

inherent memory, wakIraphics changes need be transmitted to the terminal.)
4 -

In the transmission of data from the NIU.to the television channel, the

first bit for terminal'O is transmitted followed by the first bit for terminal

1, then the first bit for terminal 2, etc., until the:first bit for terminal

1007 has been transmitted. The second bit for all terminals is then tr tted,

followed by the third bit for all terminals and so on until all 20 bits have

been transmitted. .The 20 bits for each terminal are thus spaced evenly through

'the sixtieth-second time interval with adjacent data bits for a particular

terminal being separated by 1007 bits for the other teiminals.in the system.
.

With this data format, the Site Controller need only select and passr

data thro.zgh the terminal; it does not have to Store data arriving at a

high rate itd\forward the data at a low ratd-to the terminal. This simplifies 4

the design and operation of the Site Controller. Moreover, a short burst of
-%

noise on the megabit channel will alter one bit for several terminals, not'

several bits fOr one terminal: Thus, a single-bit parity check by the terminal.

.

//



can detect nearly all transmission errors. More will be said later about

the detection and correction of errors.

In addition to handling output data,.. the NIU generates and combings

standard television horizontal and_vertical synchronization and blanking.

.

pulses with the digital data, so that the resulting composite signal is

completely. compatible with standard cable or broadcast television trans-

mission equipment. Figure 2 is a brief time exposure.of this signal as.
o

displayed
,
on a-tele7ision monitOr.,,An active terminal's 20-bit package

.

appears as a vertical column of dots_spaced every 12 horizontal scan lines

over 240 scan linestransmitted every sixtieth of a secon46 (Becaude tele-
, .,

vision interlaces two-bixtieth-second'frames tomake 30 complete pictures

every secend,.alternate frames are displaced vertically by one-half scan

line.) The 1.2 million bits /sec data rate in this television channel is
0

a conservative use of the bandwidth.

The horizontal and vertical television synchronization pUls es transmitted

by the NIU synchronize the Site Controllers: The Site Controller extracts

its terminal data by timing signals derived from these synchronization pulses.
c

The Site .Controller attaches a start bit to theidata pickage.so that,the

terminal actually receives a 21-bit package sixty times per second (1260 bits/

I

sec).

Output data packages incur a sixtieth of
. _

'the' NIU and, another sixtieth of a second delly transmission to and accumu-

a second delay passing through,

lation in the terminal. The SiteContFoller adds additional delay Of 0..8

millisecond} (ms). The terminal requires approximately .5 ms to plot th0

character on the panel.. The total hardware delay time frog computer output

16

A.
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to appearance on, the plasma panel is, therefore, 37 ms.4 Adding to this

figure the average input transmissiQn time, the total' delay between a key-,
/

press and the appearance of a'dharacter on the screen due to the PLATO
-,---- 't

.

i'communications hardware is 37 ms + 30,m5 =e67 ms. (Distantly located terminals

ii
/

may incur an additional 12.5 to 90 ml de lay due to use of long distance
/

modemi, plUA d.01 ms/mile round-trip transmission time.Y

It is important to emphasiie that the. PLATO output scheme guarantees
9 ,J. 1 ,

/ .
that each and every user can receive output, 44 maximum rate at all times.
. . 4

There is anopen 1260-bit/sec "pipe" running directly from the,computer to,

each terminal; ere are'no shred "store-and- forward" buffers interposed

between computer and terminal, and there are ndIand- shaking protocols between

nodes of the communications network. Not. only is the terminal user guaranteed

full output, f ee of jerkiness, but the computer is guaranteed that it can

simply pour data out to the terminal without worrying over the pos ibiiity of

overflowing ome buffer somewhere in the communications network.

Measu ements show that on the average; twenty percent of the active

terminals receive data in each sixtieth-secOnd intetval,but stAistical

fluctPat'ons in this load do not cause output delays, since each terminal

always receives 1260 bits/sec. Tighter packing of the data to handle more

terminals Abuld require terminal identification bits to-be transmitted and

would'tequire additional error check bits_dtie to the increased sensitivity

-

to noise blirsts. These additional,bits would cancel much of the hoped-for

gain, andthe Site Controllers would have to;be considerabrytk),,re complex as

wnll:

However, our operational. experience shows that even thOugh most of the, I

attached to urinals are usgd every day; no more thah 50% Of them are ever
7

.

active'simultaneously. The NIU, therefore, is seldom required to service

1.8
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during any sixtieth-second interval mudb more than 100 terminals

120% x SO% x 1000). Although there are correlations from one interval

to the next, the 14rrgb number of independent terminals makes the distri-
I

bution approximately Poisson around the m-an of 100: the standard

deviation of the fluctuations is,:therefo ,,FOT) = 10. On the bas s of

these usage patterns, it is clear that it be exceedingly rare

"observe as many as 200 terminals receiving ata in a sixtieth-second

interval. In a redesign of the' distribution system One'might, therefo

try to Dandle severarthousand installed term nals with a single telev ion

channel.

Jr

19
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Before describing t e communications software, it is helpful to describe,

brieily the computer sy tem architecture, since it is quite unconventional.

In Figure 3 it can be seen that the Control Data Corporation "Extended Core

. Storage" (ECS) is ee heart of the s stem: ECS has ties to central Memory

(01), and thus to e, central proces ing units (CPUs), and to the peripheral

procedsing unit (PPUs). ECS has an-access time of less than 5 microseconds,
$

whilch is. typic 1 of ineOensive slo core memories, but the ECS transfer

rate els ten illion 6 bit words p second! This enormous transfer rate is
.........

achieved ough pa allel and clos ly-phased memory operationS: Basically,

program and data fin ECS are swapped in and out' ofd memory for processing
.

bf tha CPUs. is is far re efficient than swapping interactive Sobs be-
,

tw Kcentral memory( electromechanical disk or drum memory because of the two

ordeis of gnitudesimp ovement in transfer rate and three to-four orders of

magnitude impraveme in access time. Disk'drives furnish permanent storage

of prog ams and, data but play no role in the swapping process once this

material has been moved to ECS.

co uters used to handle input and output. In particular, one.PPU bandlS

/The ten periph&al processing units (PPUs) shown in Figure 3
11-

put from the NIU and 'passes output to the NIU. Like the CPUs, the PPUs

ave direct access to ECS. Figure illustrates the relationship of the
a

input and output PPO. to the NIU. The put section of the PPU uses the 10-
J

, r.
bit terminal identification number to sto the fbbit input data in a

terminal- ecific location in ECS: The PPU a so sa.bit in an "input

polling list" in central memory to notify the'CP that this user requires

processing. (If the input error indication bit is et, the PPU merely tells

the.CPU to increment a count, of input errors for this -itea)

e'20
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Figure . PLATO IV computer arc itecture, showing memory siiels -in 60 -bit

words,.transfer rates in 60-bit words/sec, and accesa times in

microseconds. M = million, CPU central processing unit,

PPU = peripheral processing uni network interfade unit,

CM = central memory, ECS = nded Core Storage. Programs and

data are swapped between « and ECS. Conventional disk drives

provide permanent storage or programs and data. The basid.com-
.

puter is a Control Data' Co poration Cyber 3-24.(

(
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in the television format.

(ID) passed to the output section

position of the associated data



a ;

,

Every sixtieth Of. a second. the output section Of the PPU, reads from

ECS a list of 29-bit packages,-ea .package, consisting of ten bits of

terminal address plus the nineteen bits...of data destined for that terminal.

The PPUIDsses each package td he NIU, which generates a parit bit to go

with the 19 bits of data and stores the resulting 20-bit quantityjn,the

specified slot in its initially empty memory. Tip list ofaatajplusthe

'Aercies contained ip the other' NIU slats Make up one complete "frame" of

television output; ,4

Corresponding to the 100'8 terminals serviced-by an NIU there are 1008
,- 4. N

Stationation bank- in" ECS'. Each station bank contains a buder to receive the

input data from the NIU.' The s tation bank alSo contains .11formation concern-

ing datathe current state of the terminal/ingfudtig pointers to relevant' d

'bases (see Figure 5). The station banks are in fixed,looations in ECS, but

the other locks shown in Figure 5 are referenced Ogh!thq-StStion'bank .

.....- t I' 'e-' '

POihterg, The PLATO software keeps track in the 4;bank of the complete

current state of the terminal: mode (inclu4ing.whether in character or line

Mode), current settingf the terminal's 4 and Y screen position registers,

current chaiacter memory group setting,4tc. More preclsOty, this information

describes the state the terminal .,ill be in, upon completion of transmission

..../ .

,....

to the terminal of all pending ohtput,(which may Joe'teivseconds in the-future).
d 0 0

This infokmation is frequently utilized by POATbitsers: for example, to
.

v
specify a.new screen position relative to,the present screen pbsition..

, . .
- , ,

Approximately twenty tiMee. a second a, PU400ks through the'central
r

mem:30 input polling list for.terminals active by the PPU.

(Actually, the PPU-qenerated polling list is merged with a CPU-generated
-or 4

.

list of.termals requiring processmg,eue to anearlier interrupt,' disk

I/o'delay,.timing'return, et8.4rThe process of 1dOking through this list. ,

23
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no.235

'No. 236
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Figure.

Input buffer

Output pointer

Statue bank pointer

-19-

5

Output buffer I--

Lesson pointer

Data base pointer

Disk I/O pointer

Other optional
pointers

"Current terminal
state,

Output, buffer

400-- word
status bank

10%
Other

terminals

Lesson
maximum 8000 words
average 300b words

--0`
Other

Data base01
terminals

Disk I/0
buffe__....--r

Output buffer

Relationship of-fixed-location station bank Eo associated swapping-
,

emory space allocations. Dotted lines lead to optional block

allocations. Many terminals can share a s ingle copy of .a lesson

or a data baie, but other blocks'are not shared, 'Station bank/7

information onlcui nt terminal state includes screen X and Y,

terminal mode, character memory group, etc.
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is yery rapid: active terminals in a siteare represented by tdts.tetlin-,

a floating-point word, and a "normalize" instruction is used to skip over

inactive termiria0,- and generate a address of an active terminal. The site

4
number is. encoded in °t exponent of the floating-point word. The CPU

propesses the inputs for all terminals marked

through the list again or, if le than a twentieth a second was consUmed,

in the list, then either starts

may perform lower-priority "background" tasks in the -time left over.

The CPU begini processing aterminal by uting-the generated address to

read the station bank from ECSinto central memory.. The'PPU had stored the

10-bit input datain the station bank buffer. This input plus the complete

program status contained in a 400-word "status bank" determines whether

tk

simple key Schoing.is required or whether the algorithms of the user s-,

particular "lesson" (prOgram) are needed to process the input. (About one-
.

half the keys do require the lesson for processing.) Note that the separation

of the individual status banks from letsons makes it possible for a single

c py of a lesson to serve many terminals. As is indicated in Figure 5, both

,ledsons and data bases may be shared.by many terminals.

In either the key - echoing or,algorithm-executing_ case the CPU normailx--

generates terminal output and alters information in 'the station and status

banks. Output is generated ih's standardized form which is independent of.

the state of the terminal. This-output is'stored in ECS where it can be

read by a separate CPU program, the "formattei.." The formatter grinds through' °

1

the standardized output from the job to produce the final output for the

target terminal. Maximum use ismade of the current terminal state sPecified.

in the station bank in order too ptimize the utilization, of bandwidth to

terminals }' A, simple ample is .the avaance of specifying the fine mode'



if the terminal is already

is Skipped if the tefininal.

a

' n .1!
(r-21-

in line mOda. A command to set the Y.;coordinate

s Y-register will already contain that value.

If he terminal i9 currently in charaCter mode and using, the character memory
0

which contains capital letters', no character groupchange code need begroup

sent in order to transmit a capital letter to the plasma diSplay. ,pariel, At

the end o 1.1e formatting process, the station bank contains thee terminal

state that will exitt when all pending output has-reached, the terminal;

Output can be a. single character or cap be an entire page of text, 'a

graph, or an animated cartoon, some.of which can a.ke five di' ten seconds"to

e.

transmit to theterminal at 1260 bitsfsec,- These data are stored, in ECS

"

anddealt Out to the NIU every sixtieth of a*second.' As the -formatter

gener4tes output,, it adds tge-output to fraMebuffers in ECS.' = There are ..128

secondsframes held in ECS,' consti
,

duratedn, Every-sixtieth01 -a second the PPU-merely transfers a new frame
P

ting a circuAarbuffer.of just over two

0

from ECS' to the NIU.' If-a terminal ha re output than Will fit into the

128. frame buffers, the formatter stores output ina Chain-linked string*

buffers associated -with that terminal' 'station bank. (Actually,- -all output,

not just the overflow,'is stored this way in order to facilitate transmission

error correction, as will

327ward-outpUt buffeil'fOr

be discussed later.) The station bank pointsto

formatted output data;'31 words are used to hold

31/60 of a second of output (each 60-bit word hOlds one 19-bit package) and

the 32nd word contains status including a pointer to additional 32-word

output buffers'drawn from a system -wide pool as. needed. (See Figure 5.)

If there is overflow; due to having more than 128 frames of output

ending' for the terminal', the formatter makes a note in a first-in-first-'.

ut list o process this terminal agAin after 1.2 seconds. Since 1.2,sadonds.

is considerably less than 128 frames (= 2.13 seconds), the formatter can

.26



1

t
insure that the frame butter's will be refilled in tide to preyent interruptions

# '$'
i. .

in the output, .The.-formatter-is Oalled Up'on'everr_polf,- which occurs' roughly
,

J
livery twentieth of aeecond. It heed loOk.only'at the first, .oldest entry Q*

I '!
_ r

,... -,-

in the list _to determine whether any terminas how must haveadditional
1 . : ..

.. . ,

v

output .moved tothe,frame buffers. Once' generated, output will alipe#

smoothly on then terminal screen, without breaks or hesitations,. This, is

particUlarW'important for producing moving, animated displays. (Breaks
- .. ..%

J .Z.

in the Output Willrecourse, occ the CPU does not generate output'.

, " \

fa noughl
.

but once the o ) has be -n generated there will be no
.i . * ..

ft, f

interruptions du? to frame manipu

Frame transmission is initia en the PPU reteives an indication

that the NIU has transmitted one of its 1008-word memories and has switOhed
Its

to the other memory, .so .that---.ti.4-.1 'basic timing Of oulopuO activities is actually

provided by the NIU.
,/ 0,

?,1 Note that there are four autonomous phases during the processing of a.,
.

, . /
job: a PPU.stores the input and marks the input polling'list; a CPU processes 1'

. ,

J

/

the input and prodUces standardized output: the,CPU formatierwenerates for-
! 4

-
4 '.

matted output;.and the,PPU passes the next frametof output to the NIU every

,
.

sixtieth of a second. The two'CPU processes run as separate lobs, each with'

its own separate central memory but they share ECS which serves as a I
,

//
i

communications link between these Otonollous proc ses. One PPU handles.
. .

.

.

4
both input and output by intermixf.pg output activities. witliinput activities.

ei



\ IV. Error Correction t
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4

Detection and ctorklAion of output/transmission errors involves both

hardware and softWare. The PLATO terminal contains a,7-bit "word count

register" to count the 21-bit output packftges as they arrive (ignoring "do-0
1

nbthing" commands). The word count register is reset at appropriate time

so the. system can associate/a word count withg: pakticular 21-bit package.

When a terminal detects a parity error, it sends a special input to he CPU'
A

containing an ,error flag and the present contents of the word Count register:

this enables the system to retransmit the erroneous data. Moreover; the

terminal refuses to process the erroedoue data package or any following data

until it receives a special restart command. This action eliminates the

situation where, for ex le, the erroneous data would have changed the
- .

terminal from character to line mode and the terminal would have interpreted

the following (chatioter) data-as line endpoints)

Upon receiving an error

this terminal At the ends of

message, the

the approp

U adds "do- nothing" outputs for

ate f ames which cancels any obtPuts

by ov rwriting the.NIU memory. The CPU then sends a restart command and an

echo ommand £nstructing the terminal to send a special input acknowledging

receipt of the restart command. If no response is ved from the terminal,

within a second, the CPU repeats the sequence. Aftei severatretries without '4

a response, the :,computer gives up .and relies on the terrain

the error state manually.
.

040 the terminal has been restarted, the CPUerror

moires data t a t i o n bank into the

1 user to clear

correction soft re

frame bUffers,so that the terminal will again receive\the data it7Previ ugly
\

ignored. A detected and corrected e' is generally observed at the to m3,nal

4,

28
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1 0

as a fractional-second hesitation in the normally. smooth output appearing on
G.

1

the screen.

While the average response yime 1251allisleconds,1there could in rare

cases be king delays due to th Ingo input in a mite Controller whenstAkr

terminals make simultaneous inputs: .For his reason, the. CPU doelenot release

*

one of the 32-word output buffers until the buffer is one Second oid, This
1 /

insures that the Coputer retains at all times the last second of outpUt,
4

making retransmission possible in case of.a detected error.

Note that all this elaborate hand-s4aking",between computer and terminal

is necessary only in the case of transmission error. ,Normally the software,-

can assume that the terminal is always ready to receive data and-need not

query the terminal to determinal its state.

n.

41.

4 <1
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Appendix

A common critic am of the PLATO IV communications scheme is that pro-

cessfgand transmission costs could be redaced by hiving the terminal or

a nearby minicomputer'handle,the routine echoing4of keys, thus sending to

the central computer only those inputs which require.tore elabotate process

ing. There are several reasons why this criticism is not valid in the PLATO

educational environment. 4

First, by actual measurement funs, half of all keys pressed do not

involve mere echoing but require the"use of the CPU, processing he particular

user's le son, to generate the resulting output,display. This partly

due to th4 highly interactive nature of PLATO, whOse input rates, output rates,

and respo e speeds far exceed standard time-sharing systems. It is also

related to Lthe environment in whiCh student r nses Usually consist of a

few keys and where a single key.may be,used to request additional help or

ro proceed from one informational:display to another. yThis is in contrast

to an environment in which terminals are used mainly fbr entering long:
t

computer program statements and CPU activity is required only on every' "end-
. AS

of-line" key, which might be every tenth key on the average.

'Second, normal key echoing on a PLAT( terminal is in itself an eI4boreee

process requiring's large scientifiC computer-to

fully implementing the complex typographyneeded

do 4 satisfICtory job of

for education, including the

use of superscripts, subscripts, backspaces, underlines accent marks, a,

modifiable character- set, etc. SelectiVely erasing. the appropriate last

character or word on the screen is a major task given these possibilities, and 'k.

requires that
.

the CPU know the'present state of the terms and its display.
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,

The two-dimensional natureof the plasma panel. and its selectiveprase capa-).

e I

bilitieth'lead to different deiands-frOM those of an alphanuieric terminal,

which is essentially a.linear device.

Third, in a situation where a relatively small fraction pf the keys are
.

.

,to be processed locally by la' minicomputer, but the rest are,to-be sent on to
. .

the CPU there would be. a high cost in pi6essing and transmission Associated

:' ------
with t e necessarily complicated handshaking between the twoproce -.

. - ,

$
.

NOt y must the CPU adequately inform the minicomputer as. to the user'

'current status, but the minicomRuter must make a complex decision from that

'status and the next input to'determine Oetber to transmit & echo. This is

precisely the kind of decision only tHa CPUCan,make because only`it has

access to the complete user status coupled with adequate processlng power to 4

\Nct on that status. All keys must eventually-be sent to the CBU1 po-16cal

echoing does not decrease'the input bandwidth requirements, and frequent

short transmissio

Fo

total\wor

lead to fewer queging difficulties..

rth, actual measurement has shown that less than five percent of the

load f the central processor is devoted to simple key echoing.

(Is, even totally neglecting the overhead th4t Would be incurred, the

menta on of a,scheme for local echoing of keys could not possibly produce

any significant time savings.

For these reasonsi in the context of the PI 0 system the use of the

)/CPU,for echoing is simpler probe 3. y cheaper;

than 16cal echoing.

and certainly more satisfact
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